
Modern, Engaging, &
Entertaining 

hello@allysafety.com
www.alllysafety.com

Ally Safety
Training

STAY
CONNECTED
WITH US!

TRAINING AND MORE
CONTACT INFO:

Ally Safety Presents

Check us out on social media.

BRING YOUR OWN LMS

Enroll employees, assign
training, view quiz scores,
course completion, and more! 

Do you train in a large group setting?  
Get course video access along with
downloadable quizzes and sign-in
forms. 

Already have your own LMS system?
We can integrate our courses so you
can assign training and review results
using your own system! 

USE OUR PLATFORM

LARGE GROUP TRAINING

great training,
delivered 3 ways:



Studies have shown frequent toolbox talks can reduce injury rates
120+ short safety video topics
New topics are added quarterly 
Can be sent over text, email, or inserted into SharePoint or LMS 
No need to come up with weekly safety topics!
Fantastic production value
Engaging video lessons
Better information = better outcomes 

Hi, I'm Rachel Housman, the founder,
spokesperson, Certified Safety Pro and
Industrial Hygienist behind Ally Safety.

I believe that for safety training to be
effective it needs to be engaging. That's
why we work so hard to make sure our
courses entertain as well as inform. We
design each segment to show rather
than tell, demonstrate rather describe,
and replace zoning out for tunning in!

WHY ALLY SAFETY?

Each of our full-length training courses is delivered in short video
segments, followed by a brief quiz. This "microlearning" approach has
been shown to increase learner retention!

Short video segments can be watched all at once or over several days 
Employees learn from real-life job sites, demonstrations, and 3d animations, 
Training is modern, updated frequently, and created by active safety
professionals  

FULL-LENGTH TRAINING COURSES

Access our entire library of 120+ toolbox talk videos! These short,
engaging videos save you time and effort while improviding the quality of
information! 

ALLY SAFETY TOOLBOX TALK MEMBERSHIP


